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Introduction
For IT professionals, the directives coming from the C-suite are loud and clear: Do more and more, but do it with 
less and less. IT administrators are being asked to support more applications and more users. The strain on 
infrastructure comes from all areas of the enterprise. More data objects, web-scale support for mobile workers, 
real-time analytics, and other next-generation applications are required to keep business operations competitive. 
All the while, users, management, and customers are demanding increased reliability and faster performance. 

The past five years or so have been tumultuous. Virtualization and server consolidation efforts have taken the data 
center by storm, while the cloud has provided on-demand scalability at the price of clarity and control. Legacy 
systems have to coexist with cutting-edge innovations. Most data centers today are now mash-ups of private 
and public cloud resources, and core business operations are partially virtualized, with a wink and a nod to the 
ideal of a software-defined data center. The challenge is managing IT operations based on solutions from many 
different vendors and mixing old and new technology, while trying to balance the flexibility of open systems with 
the robustness of more proprietary solutions.

CBS Interactive is proud to present “Availability, Performance & Cost: Critical Considerations for the Evolving 
Data Center,” an in-depth white paper about how one company — Virtual Instruments — has developed an 
infrastructure performance management platform called VirtualWisdom4 that can give administrators  a live, up-
to-the-second view across the system-wide IT infrastructure.

In the following pages, you will learn why measuring performance on individual devices and systems often leaves 
admins flying blind when it comes to SLA management and identifying performance bottlenecks. We’ll explore the 
interconnects that are everywhere in today’s increasingly hybrid data center, and how all the black boxes become 
one giant black box when it comes to achieving visibility. 

As you read this comprehensive guide, you’ll discover how you can probe all the way through your infrastructure 
-- from hypervisor down to the storage LUN, from legacy hardware to cutting-edge, converged systems -- and 
how you can use that information to pinpoint problems  and drive higher performance.

We’ll also discuss ways to mitigate risks, optimize costs, and ensure performance-based SLAs are in compliance 
using a solution that delivers insights deep (through your entire infrastructure stack) and wide (across your entire 
data center).

 

Do more and more,  
but do it with less  
and less.
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DATA CENTER CHAOS

Let’s visit a typical, modern data center. Regardless of whether you’re looking at something Facebook-sized or 
just a couple of racks, most facilities share some common characteristics in terms of the infrastructure stack that 
provides services to customers and clients.

Today, nearly all infrastructure stacks work their way down from application to OS 
to hypervisor to physical server, then down again from SANs to virtual storage, 
hardware arrays, LUNs, and so forth.

It’s easy to envision a typical environment, but we all know reality is far different from 
theory. 

First-year engineering students are often taught the difference between theory and 
practical experience. As they advance in their education, they begin to learn that 
reality introduces a great many uncontrolled and unpredictable variables and, as 
such, practical engineering work often has to compensate for all the unknowns that 
crop up in real life.

Today’s data center is a theatre of the practical. Vendors have long tried to bring 
order to the chaos, but the mere fact that data centers are filled with solutions from many different vendors 
introduces even more uncontrolled variables into the mix.

Being able to watch the performance of one SAN gateway, for example, won’t help you understand how that 
relates to app I/O performance through a specific device, even if you also have a performance monitor on 
your device. In addition, most current tools are not workload-centric, which means admins cannot manage 
performance on a per-workload basis; they’re stuck trying to diagnose problems device-by-device.

THE BLIND MEN AND THE ELEPHANT

While the origin of the “blind men and elephant” story is lost to history, many historians trace its original use to 
South Asia. As the parable goes, six sightless men are brought to an elephant and asked to describe it. Because 
of the size of the animal and the narrow perspective of the men involved, each provides a different interpretation: a 
pillar, a branch, a fan, a wall, a pipe, and so on.

As odd as it may seem, this teaching can apply as much to IT infrastructure as it can to the ear and leg of an 
elephant. Think of each vendor, vendor device, and diagnostic software as one of the blind men. Think of the 
elephant as your IT infrastructure stack. Each vendor is able to provide information about the portion of the IT 
stack it provides, but because each is blind to the stack as a whole and has a completely different point of view, 
they don’t render a holistic view of the entire stack.

If you’re trying to understand what’s going on in your infrastructure, lots of competing stories won’t give you a 
clear view.

Reality introduces 
a great many 
uncontrolled and 
unpredictable 
variables.
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A MIX OF MODERN AND LEGACY

As we continue our tour of the typical data center, you might notice something else: The age of the gear on the 
racks varies by as much as five or more years. Some gear is obviously brand-new, while other boxes are clearly a 
few generations old.

Again, the theory vs. reality conflict arises. Theory might say, “Migrate everything to new gear.” But years of 
hard-won practical experience tell us that might not be possible or even desirable. First, budgets are limited. 
While server consolidation might eventually pay off, only a limited amount of hardware can be bought and 
installed each year.

Then, of course, there’s another proverbial elephant in the room: legacy applications. While many IT organizations 
have been able to modernize and virtualize large percentages of their operations, most still rely on some special-
purpose, line-of-business applications that need to run on specific hardware, or on virtual versions of same.

Old applications present numerous challenges: 

• Migrating or retooling the code is expensive and might not even be possible, as some apps were coded 
specifically for closed systems and old-school mainframes.

• Skilled staff may no longer work for the firm, and the underlying knowledge about design decisions, system 
architecture, and reasoning – not to mention the original developers -- may no longer be available.

• The original supplier may be out of business, and any source code needed for bug fixes or changes in the 
system may be as lost to history as origin of the elephant story.

The key fact is that a typical data center is filled with a mix of older and newer solutions, and all must work together. 

EVER-GROWING COMPLEXITY

That brings us to another animal-related parable, that of the slowly boiling frog. As the story goes, if you drop a 
frog in a pot of boiling water, it will react to the heat and jump right out. But if you put a frog in a pot of cold water 
and turn up the heat slowly, it may never notice the approach of a boiling point.

The parallel to IT infrastructure is easy to draw. As we look around our typical data center, it’s clear that the 
practical data center management challenges are not just deep -- as in, from the hypervisor down to bare metal 
and storage -- they’re wide, as well -- in terms of age and complexity of the multi-vendor systems mixed together.

As these systems evolved over years, management may not have noticed the 
ever-increasing risk as new items, new solutions, new gear, and new applications 
joined the data center. Each is the result of a customer request, opportunity, 
management demand, or evolution of technology. And each made sense at 
the time. But over time, the data center gets ever more complex, and problems 
become exponentially more difficult to diagnose.

We’ve all worked in a data center like this. As complexity increased, we may have 
felt a sense of unease, but until the situation reached a boiling point (or a major 
service failure), we may not have noticed just how untenable the whole situation 
had become.

A typical data 
center is filled with 
a mix of older and 
newer solutions, 
and all must work 
together.
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“YES, BUT…”

It’s at this point in the typical data center tour that the “Yes, but” arguments begin:

• “Yes, but our legacy systems have been virtualized.”

• “Yes, but we’re running a hybrid of private and public cloud services.”

• “Yes, but we’re planning to replace all that old hardware.”

• “Yes, but we have service-level agreements for everything.”

On the surface, all of these arguments appear valid. But the virtualization and cloud arguments may be countered 
with, “Yes, but underneath all of that is still the physical hardware elephant, and all those vendors’ monitoring tools 
are like the blind men.” 

The counter for “We’re planning to upgrade” is: “Yes, but won’t that just increase complexity and give you more 
you need to manage?”

Finally, the counter for “We have service level agreements” is: “Yes, but how do you know (for sure) the SLAs are 
being met? What if you’re leaving money or performance on the table?” Without an end-to-end view, you’ll never 
be able to tell.

THE BLACK BOX PROBLEM

The problem compounds itself. As time goes on, complexity increases. As complexity increases, you add new 
methods of monitoring performance. As you add new methods of monitoring performance, the complexity 
increases. Because most environments are a mix of technologies, vendors, solutions, operating systems, 
locations, and vendors, it’s virtually impossible to understand your data center infrastructure as a whole.

The typical data center is filled with black boxes. As each one is connected to the next, that cohort of black boxes 
becomes one giant, impenetrable black box. 
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HOUSTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM

Now that we understand the “meta black box” that is the modern data center, let’s take a look at a day (or night) 
in the life of one of our fellow IT managers. We’ll call him “Bob.”

It’s 3:30 a.m., and the phone rings. Bob has been in bed for exactly an hour, after getting home late (as usual), 
finally getting the kids and puppy to sleep, and spending far too little quality time with his spouse.

On the phone is Bob’s CTO, Jane, who was just woken up by the VP of Sales in Europe. It seems the company’s 
primary application is down, and all of Europe is now dark.

Bob and his team had just spent an entire day trying to figure out why their main application was experiencing 
intermittent slowdowns. They ran tests, they went over monitoring reports, and they pulled and replaced 
hardware. Finally, they narrowed down the problem to one SAN switch and decided to replace it.

The slowdowns seemed to have stopped, and an exhausted IT team went home for some much-deserved rest.

As it turns out, the replacement switch wasn’t the answer. Rather, by the time the team pulled and replaced the 
switch, it was after hours in the United States. The load that had caused the problem earlier simply wasn’t there, 
because most users were offline.

That is, until about 2:30 a.m. New York time, which is about 7:30 a.m. in 
London. Europe was waking up. By about 8 a.m. UK time, the load on the main 
application had increased to full daytime levels, and the slowdown turned into a 
full failure.

Although Bob’s team didn’t know it yet, had they not replaced the switch, 
Europe would have merely slowed down. But because they didn’t configure the 
new switch properly (and remember, they never needed to install it in the first 
place), the European traffic brought it down.

INSIGHT VS. NO-SIGHT

As it turns out, the real problem was a host adapter on a backup server that was 
flooding state change messages into the network. Unfortunately, Bob and his 
team had no way of determining that. Weeks later, they finally yanked and replaced the misbehaving host adapter 
as part of a desperate rip-and-replace effort in hopes that something would fix the problem.

Bob’s team never identified the root cause, though. They replaced nearly $100,000 in hardware and then 
spent more in over-provisioning as a preventative measure, just to make sure they had all their bases covered. 
Meanwhile, downtime cost the company an incalculable amount in customer goodwill, reputation, and lost sales. 
And they still didn’t know the root cause of the original failure.

This is the sort of challenge IT managers face every day, as they try to dig through the complexity of their 
systems. Because of a lack of transparency across the entire infrastructure, each subsystem seems like another 
part of the elephant, and no one can get a full picture of what’s really going on.

That’s about to change, however. Making the transition from no-sight to insight is what the rest of this document 
is about. 

It seems the 
company’s primary 
application is 
down, and all of 
Europe is now 
dark.
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BRINGING ORDER TO CHAOS

Fortunately, it is possible to bring order to chaos in the data center. What is required is a new form of 
measurement and monitoring that looks at the entire stack at once, rather than just the individual components 
we’ve been managing up until now.

The idea is that we need to take a systems approach that treats the entire data center (or even groups of data 
centers) as one holistic system. Each box is just one part of the overall whole. Although we want and need to 
drill into the performance of one box or another, we also need to be able to see the interactions between the 
boxes and relate those interactions to performance elements all across the operation.
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We can turn to our elephant parable for a quick illustration of this. Imagine that we have one blindfolded man 
doing his best to track the movements of a back leg. Suddenly the elephant stumbles, his right front leg tripping 
on a stone. No matter how much the man at the back leg tries to find an answer for the stumble, he will never 
have enough information. 

Now, let’s take the blindfolds off of our elephant watchers. In fact, let’s zoom them into modern times and give 
each a device for recording and sharing every elephant behavior in their domain of observation. The trunk guy 
records height, angle, motion, and suction of the trunk in real time. The front leg guys report lifts, extensions, 
and drops. The back leg guy records lifts, extensions, and drops, too. The personnel watching the ears and tail 
record flaps and flutters as they happen.

Once again, the elephant stumbles. This time, the trunk guy records a dip in the trunk. The back leg guy notices 
a stumble. But the front leg guy not only notices the stumble, he sees it’s due to a stone. He records “tripped on 
a stone” in his log.

This time, there’s relevant data, so the team trying to figure out why the elephant trips now sees that it lost its 
footing on a loose stone on a few separate occasions. Most likely, that’s causing the tripping behavior.

Of course, your job isn’t to walk elephants. Your job is to keep a data center running smoothly.

Even so, the elephant parable points the way to the solution. As we explained, the problem with most monitoring 
solutions today is they are siloed. VirtualWisdom4 from Virtual Instruments, however, breaks down the silos. 

VirtualWisdom4 from 
Virtual Instruments, 
however, breaks 
down the silos.
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SEEING THE LIGHT
 
Virtual Instruments says the solution lies in seeing the light. And not just seeing it, but measuring it, recording it, 
and reporting on it in real time.

There’s more to the Virtual Instruments platform, of course, but the concept of seeing the light will give you 
a good idea of the approach the company uses to solve the problem of visibility into the dark stack of IT 
infrastructure.

PATCH PANEL AND PROBE

In explaining this solution, we’re going to work from the component interconnects all the way out to the 
management interface. Normally, the connection between a Fibre Channel switch and a storage array is a bunch 
of optical cables. Among the products Virtual Instruments offers is the SANInsight TAP Patch Panel. This is a 
passive optical patch panel that is installed between the storage arrays and the Fibre Channel switch fabric. The 
optical cables leave the storage array and are plugged into the patch panel. Another set of cables goes from the 
patch panel to the Fibre Channel switch.

In terms of performance, nothing changes. There’s no added latency by adding the tap between the switch and 
the storage. But the patch panel has three optical ports for each connection, not just two. In addition to the input 
and output between the switch and the storage, there’s another output that records every single optical blink and 
flutter and sends it to another rack-mounted device, called a SAN Performance Probe. These signals are passed 
to a Virtual Instruments device that aggregates information about interconnect status across the infrastructure 
stack.

There are different SAN Performance Probe models that can handle between 8 and 48 SAN ports.

Before we move on, let’s consider the significance of this portion of the Virtual Instruments solution. Because the 
taps are independent of the SAN hardware, you’re able to get insight into the data traveling between the SAN 
and the switch regardless of vendor. The solution is hardware-agnostic, and it illuminates what were once dark 
corridors between hardware boxes.

Every single interaction can be recorded or measured and analyzed in 
real-time, without touching your storage hardware. While there are software 
probes that present views from the LUN level to the hypervisor, the optical 
tap doesn’t rely on what your SAN hardware is telling you about itself. You 
can observe performance in an objective, detailed way.

The solution is 
hardware-agnostic, 
and it illuminates 
what were once dark 
corridors between 
hardware boxes.
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BEYOND OPTICAL 

The Virtual Instruments solution encompasses the rest of the IT infrastructure, as well. 

Take NAS environments, for example. If you’re running NAS arrays, you can add a software-based probe that 
gathers real-time data and feeds it back to a central unit known as the VirtualWisdom Platform Appliance. This 
device is the performance management platform that ties all of the hardware and software probes together and 
acts as the host for the VirtualWisdom4 user interface, database and analytics engine.

Another software-based probe element uses SMI-S and SNMP to gather a wide range of data from the Fibre 
Channel switching environment — again, all vendor-neutral. 

Of course, the modern data center is also chock-full of virtual machines. To get a complete picture of your 
IT infrastructure, you have to know how your VMs are performing. Here, too Virtual Instruments helps. The 
solution manages over “170 performance and utilization metrics” from your hypervisor, sending that information 
to the VirtualWisdom Platform Appliance as well.
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FINDING THE NEEDLE IN THE HAYSTACK

The amount and timeliness of infrastructure performance data that Virtual Instruments reports is impressive, but 
data alone won’t help you optimize your IT infrastructure.

In fact, too much data is as dangerous as too little. If all you had was an unstructured haystack with mounds 
and mounds of metrics data, you’d be faced with yet another massive IT project, not a platform to help you 
solve system-wide problems and challenges in rapid fashion.

What’s needed is a user interface that helps surface the most relevant information and filters out the noise. This 
is where the VirtualWisdom4 user interface comes into play. The UI is designed to help separate the wheat from 
the chaff and find the needles in the haystack. Mixed metaphors aside, the whole idea of VirtualWisdom4 is to 

help you find hidden-yet-crucial information in the data gathered about your IT infrastructure and help you shift 
from reactive to proactive expert management.

ENTITY-CENTRIC PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Throughout this white paper, we’ve talked about the ever-increasing complexity of your IT infrastructure. 
Management tools often focus on devices, rather than systems as a whole. In reality, though, that’s not how 
you, your co-workers, and your managers think about the data center.
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Instead, IT professionals think about operations based on organizational roles, areas of responsibility, and the 
applications running the business. IT should be, or needs to become, solution-focused, not device-focused.

Virtual Instruments calls this solutions focus “entity-centric” — managing the IT infrastructure based on all the 
elements that make up the solution you’re responsible for, rather than based on one box or another. Entity-
centric performance management enables you to manage the 

infrastructure in the way that makes the most sense to you—based on role, responsibility or concern. 

In this context, VirtualWisdom4 provides four key interface resources: intelligent topology, case-based alarms, 
live reports, and applied analytics. Let’s look at each, in turn.

INTELLIGENT TOPOLOGY

Once you start looking at your IT infrastructure based on applications and solutions, you’ll need to map it. 

First, it’s important to realize that there are constant changes in the mapping of infrastructure, so your 
management tool has to be dynamic, not static. It has to give you both a high-level view based on the area 
you’re concerned with, but also allow you to drill down as far into the system as necessary to ascertain trends 
and explore history.

When Virtual Instruments talks about intelligent topology, it’s providing a layered, interdependent, aggregated, 
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logically-grouped, and multi-dimensional view of your IT infrastructure. You can look at activities in real-time and 
see historical performance over a timeline.

CASE-BASED ALARMS

One of the most powerful (and headache-reducing) aspects of VirtualWisdom4 is what Virtual Instruments calls 
“case-based alarms.” 

Put simply, rather than alarm after alarm going off after a failure, the first alarm of a system opens up a support 
case, and each subsequent alarm is recorded into that case. The result is an alert that doesn’t overwhelm 
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administrators, which is a surprisingly simple yet intelligent fix for alert-overload.

Using case-based alarms helps to prevent alarm storms, reduces the stress on IT teams, and helps gather the 
necessary alarm data into individual cases that can be tracked and managed.

LIVE REPORTS

The live reports feature of VirtualWisdom4 is where all that data is represented in ways that IT professionals can 
understand and manage. As the name implies, report data is updated dynamically, allowing you to see what’s 
happening in real-time, at any point across the network, complete with charts that update automatically as data 
is gathered. Naturally, you can compare current performance to historical trends, as well. 

You can compare 
current performance 
to historical trends.
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The live reports function provides a number of key benefits. First, live reports can help you dig into a problem 
and find out what’s going on. Live reports would have helped Bob, in our earlier example, figure out why his 
application had failed and what component needed to be replaced.

Second, VirtualWisdom4 live reports include a templates feature, so reports may be generated dynamically 
and sent to various team members in individual business units to use for SLA management and performance 
validation.
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Third — and perhaps most important — live reports can provide a level of insight into operations that can help 
pinpoint savings opportunities, predict where you’re over-buying or over-provisioning, and keep costs down 
while keeping performance up.

APPLIED ANALYTICS

Of course, even with comprehensive reporting, there’s still a tremendous amount of work to do in order to find 
out what’s bogging down your system, or to find new opportunities for optimization.

As a way to save IT time and get you to the answers you need quickly, VirtualWisdom4 includes a number of 
wizard-like components. Tools like Balance Finder, Event Advisor, and Trend Matcher can sift through tons of 
data, apply intelligence, and return actionable analysis that can speed incident remediation significantly.

• Balance Finder checks the load and available capacity on each infrastructure element in real time. This 
is of tremendous benefit, both in terms of failover planning and fine-tuning the environment to maximize 
utilization and efficiency. It also serves as an early warning system in case a server falls out of balance.

• Event Advisor uses sophisticated analytics to correlate timeframe, performance metrics, and event severity 
levels to determine whether a given occurence is worthy of investigation and 
remediation. It also helps prioritize events, enabling IT admins to focus their 
efforts on the most pressing issues without having to comb through copious 
logs.

• Trend Matcher extends the scope of Event Advisor to look at environment-wide 
trends that may be contributing to performance-impacting events. This helps IT 
identify and fix root causes quickly, before they become larger problems.

This platform is a 
game-changer. 
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This platform is a game-changer. Normally, IT professionals don’t have time to look for trends and 
improvements. Instead, most of their time is spent reacting to whatever happens to be on fire.

With applied analytics, however, it’s easy to set off an analytics sweep and see what the system turns up. It’s a 
way of being proactive and keeping an eye on the network without having to spend days or weeks fighting with 
spreadsheets or sifting through logs in an attempt to perform annual audits on systems. This platform allows IT 
pros to audit infrastructure performance on an ongoing basis.

Rather than letting a problem worsen over weeks or months, a quick analytics run can identify a trouble 
spot early, well before the problem turns into a nightmare. Rather than dealing with a time-sinking disaster, 
companies can benefit from increased savings, performance gains, increased agility, and a competitive 
advantage – especially if their competitors are managing their IT operations without the visibility provided by 
VirtualWisdom4.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Virtual Instruments has achieved a strong level of penetration into IT organizations. The company reports it 
has sold into 38 of the Fortune 100. Of particular interest, Virtual Instruments counts among its customers IT 
powerhouses like Microsoft, EMC, Dell, HP, VMware, and IBM. 

The company also has big-name customers in markets that include financial services (NASDAQ, NYSE), insurance 
(Geico, AIG, Blue Cross Blue Shield), healthcare (Cedars-Sinai, Kaiser), manufacturing (Coca Cola, Sony, Unilever), 
communications (AT&T, Verizon, Sprint), energy (GE, PG&E, ConocoPhillips), retail (Walmart, Costco, Morrisons), 
government (NASA, IRS, SAIC), and service providers (UPS, FedEx, Expedia).

We can see the appeal of the VirtualWisdom4 product. Where companies previously had to over-provision and 
over-spend to make sure SLA requirements were met — often resulting in unnecessary cost and increased 
complexity — companies can now reduce their CapEx through judicious analytics and management.

From an OpEx perspective, business-impacting performance degradations and outages can be reduced or 
even eliminated while uptime is increased, keeping services on track, reducing sudden disasters, helping identify 
problems well before they become 3 a.m. wake-up calls. The assurance of fine-tuning, and then maintaining, 
optimal performance levels over the course of months and years delivers compelling savings and incalculable 
business value in the short and long terms.

Unlike most monitoring solutions, which focus on one device or another, the VirtualWisdom4 infrastructure 
performance management platform lets you manage your end-to-end IT stack logically, comprehensively, and 
effectively.

To learn more about Virtual Instruments and its solutions, visit http://www.virtualinstruments.com.
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About Virtual Instruments

Virtual Instruments is the leader in infrastructure performance management, delivering solutions 
that help customers ensure their applications and infrastructure perform better together. The 
VirtualWisdom platform provides comprehensive visibility into the performance, health, and utilization 
of the IT infrastructure, empowering customers to guarantee the performance of their mission-critical 
applications across physical, virtual, and cloud computing environments. With Virtual Instruments’ 
solutions, customers can stop reactive troubleshooting, start managing performance, and achieve cost 
optimization. The company was founded in June, 2008 with headquarters in San Jose, Calif. and sales 
and engineering offices throughout the US, EMEA, and Asia Pacific.  Virtual Instruments may be found 
online at http://www.virtualinstruments.com.


